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Communication is increasingly gaining attention as an integral component in ensuring evidenced-based public health is practised effectively. A frequent finding is that Aboriginal populations find communication aimed at the broader population lacking in familiar content, which creates communication obstacles. Aboriginal public health research frequently results in deficit health descriptions with little improvement, including communication, in public health evidence. Aboriginal public health evidence exists but does not include strategies as to how best to communicate this evidence. This article discusses the commons as a method to increase Aboriginal accessibility to both the Internet and health messages.

The commons is defined as “belonging equally to, or shared alike by, two or more or all in question”. In European history the commons originated in Roman law defining two distinct areas, the public, Res publica (schools, roads and libraries) managed by councils, and the private, Res privata (clothing, utensils and equipment) managed by owners. For Aboriginal people the commons has similarity to custodianship. For instance, when describing the effects of mining one Aboriginal man said “when you dig a hole in that country you are killing me”; which can be interpreted that he and the land are a common and not separate Res privatæ and Res publica. In human rights and communication areas, the commons is re-emerging, and putting focus on public need and responsibility that enhance social capital. Modern examples of the commons are free software on the Internet, free access to academic e-journal knowledge, and public paths and bike tracks.

In public health communication, the commons translates to spaces where information transfer and activity occur. These spaces are diverse, such as health services, websites, pamphlets, posters, T-shirts, schools, jails, television or sports arenas. That these are equally collaborative spaces is a false notion, with commons often dominated by a particular worldview. This is relevant for Aboriginal health, where commons are often dominated by non-Aboriginal people creating unfamiliar spaces and impediment for Aboriginal participation (Figure 1a). For example, health clinics are often developed with minimal or no Aboriginal participation and feature an absence of Aboriginal presence thus creating participation barriers. As a strategy to infiltrate these types of commons Aboriginal peoples have created wedges of familiarity and entry (Figure 1b). For instance, health services may have an Aboriginal clinic or partnership to assist entry into the common. Wedges can be used as levers to change the common, allowing Aboriginal participation with comfort and cultural safety (Figure 1c). The dominant common group can feel ownership and familiarity with the way the common exists. Attempts to improve participation for others involves exposure to different worldviews of how the common could exist and the dominant group may feel threatened by unfamiliarity.

In 2009 we used the commons lens to design and build a webpage aiming to communicate diabetes management evidence to urban Aboriginal peoples. Undertaking the task were three Indigenous academics, with our combined experience working in Aboriginal health, education and multi-media sectors adding up to some 60 years in total. We also drew on partnerships with a variety of people and organisations to assist with the task.

Our first task was to review the common of Internet diabetes information aimed at Indigenous peoples internationally via popular search engines (Google and Yahoo). We located a total of 11 websites. We found these websites mostly featured simply written evidenced-based material. Typically, this was communicated from a clinical voice (occasionally with an image of a clinician) with little or no Indigenous language. It was frequently aimed at individuals, while in contrast, Aboriginal worldviews often see public health as a family and community concern. The messages focused on ideal diabetic management with little information validating experiences of difficulty. Kinaesthetic and aural learning experiences were minimal and most assumed no existing knowledge about diabetes. The full scope of the common was rarely utilised, with an absence of audio, video, flash animation, gaming or circular navigation. Occasionally, websites were adorned with Aboriginal artwork paired with a clinical voice, created a jarring contrast. Aboriginal people have carried health messages for millennia through the familiar practice of oral communication, a complex process of narrative, engagement and deep listening that significantly embeds messages into memory through multiple mechanisms. In our review of the web material available to Aboriginal peoples with diabetes little information was presented in this style.

Improving participation in commons can be achieved by reducing unfamiliarity and psychological distance. For Aboriginal people this psychological distance is embedded in history and previous encounters of diminished common access. For example, on arrival colonisers declared Australia Terra Nullis, that is Aboriginal
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**Figure 1: Participation in the commons.**

a) Barrier participation  b) Wedge participation  c. Free participation

*The commons is denoted by large circle:
- □ = non-Aboriginal
- ○ = Aboriginal
- △ = Aboriginal and Non-Aboriginal
people did not exist at all in the Australian common.\textsuperscript{19} Past management of Aboriginal people in the common is also relevant. For example, limiting participation in the common (segregation) or encouraging denial of Aboriginal identity for a place in the common (assimilation).\textsuperscript{19} Although all relationships between people or organisations have degrees of psychological distance, extreme psychological distance prevents access and participation.\textsuperscript{20} For the dominant group in the common allowing others in means reducing psychological distance, as this “will decrease the sense of danger, lower barriers and self-defence mechanisms, and provide feelings that are real, genuine, more open, and trusting”.\textsuperscript{18} For the dominant group there is a temptation to create messages that are familiar and comfortable to them.\textsuperscript{21} However, these messages will not create familiarity and comfort for all.

We aimed to communicate the 10 steps for living well with diabetes by increasing their familiarity and decreasing the psychological distance for Aboriginal peoples. The first consideration was how to construct a familiar entrance point. For this we chose a hand-drawn warm colour palette kitchen. The kitchen is a place that many Aboriginal people are familiar with as a safe and informal space where people congregate to talk.\textsuperscript{22} a practice over many thousands of years.\textsuperscript{23} We chose four diverse looking Aboriginal people with diabetes from different age groups and genders. This was to create a psychological closeness for a wide range of Aboriginal people and move from the individual to the collective. We asked how people managed their diabetes with regard to the 10 steps and videoed their narrative. We believed this narrative of practical information was less patronising and more helpful than telling people what they should do. We included struggle narratives to allow reflection on management and familiarity for people struggling to manage their diabetes. This was important as it is a reality for many Aboriginal people.\textsuperscript{24} The narratives organically included family and community expressions of diabetes management; to increase familiarity we used Aboriginal health experts embedded in Aboriginal health worldviews. We focused tested materials with Aboriginal people with diabetes and Aboriginal Health Workers to ensure the messages were understood and familiar.

To encourage participation in the website, entertainment, engagement and use of adult learning principles have been included. One element of this was humour, a communication strategy familiar to Aboriginal people that aimed to relieve stress and enhance sharing and memory of narrative.\textsuperscript{25} For example, we included humorous stories, condoms that giggle, undies on the clothesline, a comedian (Mary G Queen of the Kimberly) and audio of Aboriginal voices not usual to websites creating juxtaposition and humour. We also included engagement elements such as quizzes, games and interactivity encouraging exploration. These used Aboriginal language and gave people feedback on their actions in a fun way. Although not all elements related to diabetes, they aimed to increase familiarity. For instance, snake condoms (a popular Aboriginal health promotion product) were placed in the medicine cabinet to make it feel familiar and improve participation with other messages.

A number of discomforts with Aboriginal familiarities in the common were expressed within the clinical partnerships formed to develop the website. The first was a denial that Aboriginal people entered the common (Internet). This was quickly dispelled with data that indicated 50\% of Aboriginal people in urban areas had broadband access at home with proportions of other Internet access opportunities, such as work or school unknown.\textsuperscript{26} The second discomfort was the non-clinical nature of the website dialogue and lack of professional qualifications of those communicating information. A further discomfort was the presence of narrative about poorly managed diabetes experiences with this interpreted as inadequate representations of diabetes management. Often we provided an interpretation of how the 10 steps had been embedded in the website which clinicians were blinded to. In contrast, our focus testing of the website materials with a variety of Aboriginal people with diabetes revealed understanding of the 10 messages. It was important that we addressed these discomforts to manage psychological distancing and this meant assisting our partners to adapt to a new worldview of the common.

‘If a market preserves by ownership and a zoo by containment, a tribe preserves by crowdsourcing. First you have to distribute the job to more people which means giving up a bit on the ownership paradigm. The less well known but just as important second part is connecting those distributed people, which means giving up on the containment paradigm. (Lippiloto, 2009)

Sharing the common requires significant investment. It means not just consulting with people about what they want but seriously considering how to create better structural access into commons. We recommend that health messages consider psychological distancing and familiarity in their construction and evaluation. It may be helpful for public health advocates to partner with education and marketing expertise to enhance their success in communicating evidence. This article focused on public health messages and Aboriginal people, however, this method of looking at participation has relevance for other groups. The How’s Your Sugar website is currently under process and survey evaluation and the findings of this will be reported at a later date. We believe we have placed a wedge of participation in web-based public health communication for Aboriginal peoples and hope that the lowest common denominator will continue to be lifted.
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